Muzzammil Imam
House no: K-16, Khirkhi Extention,
Malviya Nagar
New Delhi 110017
Mob: +91 9811106830, +919643349643
Email id: muzzammil.imam@gmail.com
I was browsing through your website and there I saw Internship at CLIx2017 in opportunities section that completely grabbed my attention.
Seems like your prestigious firm has laid out a red carpet for dreamers
like me! I’m not sure how well this letter shall reach out to you, but I am
definitely trying my luck.
Here are a few reasons, I feel, I fit perfectly in to this mould. I hope that
you find them convincing enough to offer me a chance to showcase my
talent for the opening(s) that you have listed.
I have had a little bit of media exposure. In the last three years I have
worked as an intern reporter as well as i pursued three internships.
Ways of communicating by writing is what I wish to master and strongly
hold the belief- words, if written in the right manner work better than
words spoken. A resume, unfortunately, cannot do justice to the
plethora of experiences and adventures that the creative journalist in
me has lived!

Internship Summary:


Worked in Doordarshan Kendra, Srinagar as an intern from
March 2016 to April 2016.



Worked in ASCO Studio for Amity University Walkthrough
Project as a production assistant from May 2015 to June 2015.

Past Experience:
 Established a startup online journal Behind The Screen in
October 2012, with a group of 3 people.
Few major highlights:
 Conducted a personal interview with Bashisht Narayan
Singh {Rajya Sabha MP & Bihar state president JD (U)}.
 Conducted a personal interview with Syed Shahnawaz
Hussain (Ex-cabinet minister & spokesperson BJP).
 Conducted a personal interview with Asif Mohammad Khan
(M.L.A Okhla, New Delhi).
 Conducted a personal interview with Dr. Arun Kumar (Lok
Sabha MP & Bihar state president RLSP).

 Worked as a coordinator in "Sounds Of Freedom" a musical concert
supported by UN Women in March 2015.

Key Responsibilities Handled:
 Worked as a core member in organising committee of university
fest "Amity Youth Fest 2016".
 Worked on a reporting project "Aftershock Nepal" facilitated by
Bournemouth University, England in collaboration with
Amity University, India & Kathmandu University, Nepal.

It would be a great pleasure to receive a reply from your end, not for
any other purpose but to challenge or test me on grounds of creativity
and passion that I believe I have, resting inside me.
I look forward to hearing from you soon.
Yours sincerely,
Muzzammil Imam

